
 

 
  
 

 
  
 
 
 
 

24th April 2020 
 
Response to Prime Minister’s statement 24 April, regarding allowing visitors within 
residential aged care villages: 

 
The Prime Minister today has made a statement warning that if aged care providers do 
not allow visitors within their villages voluntarily, this may be mandated. I want to assure 
you, that our decision to restrict visitors is not made lightly and we are reviewing the 
situation every day. We know how hard it is for our residents and our families and while 
we are doing everything we can to support alternative forms of engagement we know that 
nothing really makes up for face to face contact. 

 
The Coronavirus pandemic is a unique situation that no-one has experienced before. We 
are all adapting to the situation and responding as best we can to – as the Prime Minister 
has said – ‘protect lives and livelihoods’. 
 
For us, ‘protecting lives and livelihoods’ means ensuring that our response to this 
pandemic protects our residents, clients and staff to the best of our ability. Our residents 
are among the most vulnerable in our society and the experience across the globe shows 
that COVID-19 is fatal to people in this cohort. We have to take this seriously and we are. 
 
As an aged care provider we are experienced in managing infectious disease outbreaks 
and the best way to mitigate the risk of these is to restrict access to our aged care villages. 
This is the only reason why we have implemented this restriction, over and above the 
government’s recommendation. If we followed the government’s recommendation, in a 
100 resident village, we could have up to 200 visitors each day. All it will take is for just 
one of these visitors, who does not have any symptoms, to bring the virus into the village 
and then we will have an outbreak. This is an enormous risk for our residents and staff. 
A risk that could cost them their lives. We do not feel it is worth it. 
 
Please know that our residents are not being confined to their rooms, they are still able 
to move freely about the Village, including the gardens and village grounds. Our teams 
are also working hard to ensure that residents and their families can stay connected 
through: 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Telephone calls 
• Letters, images and videos 
• Video calls 
• Window catch ups 

 
And any other way we can think of, that works for our residents and their families. 
 
Having said that, we do not want to maintain these restrictions any longer than we have 
to. We will lift our visitor restrictions as soon as we can do so safely. Already our Crisis 
Management Team is looking at lower risk areas where we operate, areas where there 
are no confirmed cases of COVID-19 and how we can support families to see their loved 
ones face to face without placing their loved one, other residents and staff at risk. 
 
We have been communicating with our residents and families regularly about this issue 
and I thank them all for their ongoing support and cooperation. We will continue to monitor 
the situation and do what we can to ensure our residents and families stay connected 
and safe. 
 
Frank Price 
Chief Executive Officer 

 
 
 

 


